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SmartCount™ Operational and Field Descriptions 
Please note:  All Field Labels are the Factory Default.  Through the Language feature of the 
SmartCount™ controller, you can change your labels to be any word, phrase, or language.  
 

Run Screen Functions 
1. Keyboard in Run Screen Field:  If there is a keyboard in the lower left corner of any run 

screen field, you can change the value of the field by clicking on the keyboard and 
entering and saving a new value.  Field will display the new value, and will start 
incrementing from the new value. 

2. Reset:  right click with a mouse, or on a touch screen, double tap anywhere on blank 
portion of the screen and a button will appear to Reset, then click on the button.  See 
Reset under Settings Menu Descriptions for 3 other methods to Reset. 

3. Open Sidebar: Click or press on the 3 lines in the upper right hand corner of the screen 
to open the Sidebar. 

 
 

Sidebar Functions 
Click or press on the 3 lines in the upper right corner of the run screen to open Sidebar. The 
following options will appear: 

1. Home:  Click or press on Home icon to close Sidebar and return to run screen. If in any 
screen other than the Run Screen, click or press the Home icon twice (2x) to return to 
the Run Screen. 

2. Pause:  If SC model has the Pause/Resume function, click or press on Pause/Resume 
icon to toggle between Pause and Resume modes. 

3. Settings: Click or press on Settings icon to open the Settings Menu. 
4. Languages: Click or press on Languages icon to open the Languages Setting Menu 
5. System: Click or press on the System icon to open the System screen. 
6. Open Data Fields: If data has initially been entered into an Open Data Field through the 

Settings Menu, the 3 open data fields will display on the Sidebar.  The 3 Open Data 
Fields can be edited from the Sidebar.  

 
 

Run Screen Field Descriptions 
Field descriptions below are for all SC models.  Any specific model will contain only a subset of the below 
fields.  The SC models, which contain the field, are shown in the brackets [ ]. 
 

1. Actual Count 1:  [SC - 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21]  For 
every pulse received through Input 1, field will increment by X.  X is the value of the 
Count Multiplier entered in the Settings.  Default is 1. Value of field can be changed by 
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entering a new Starting Value from the screen or the Settings. SC Model 1, 2, 6, and 11 
allows you to select Count Up or Count Down. Field will Reset when Reset is activated.  

2. Actual Count 2:  [SC-7,8,9,17]  For every pulse received through Input 2, field will 
increment by X.  X is the value of the Count Multiplier entered in the Settings.  Default is 
1. Value of field can be changed by entering a new Starting Value from the screen or the 
Settings. Field will Reset when Reset is activated.  

3. Actual Rate:  [SC -2,4,5,6,9,10,11,12,15,16,17] SC Controller will calculate the Actual 
Rate and display value in this field by the Rate Scale selected in Settings.  For discrete 
pulse signal models the Rate Scale can be per Second, Minute, or Hour.  For encoder 
based input models there is also a Distance Scale in Inches or Feet, so rate can be 
displayed in FPM, FPS, IPH, IPM, etc.  Please note, there is some lag time for value to 
increase or decrease as the rate is averaged over time.  Field will go to zero (‘0’) if no 
pulses received.  

4. Target Rate:  [SC-4,5,11,12,15,16,17,22]  Value is entered in the Settings Menu.  Value 
is displayed in the Rate Scale selected.  Example, if you expect a line to run at 2,100 
pieces per hour.  Set Target Rate value to 2,100.  Set Rate Scale to per Hour.  Example, 
if you expect a line to run at 30 per minute.  Set Target Rate value to 30.  Set Rate Scale 
to per Minute.  Field does not Reset.  Can only be changed in the Settings Menu. 

5. Target Count:  [SC-3,10,11,12,14,16,17,20,21]  The SC Controller calculates this value 
based on the entered Target Rate.  The Target Rate value is converted internally to 
number of counts per hour, then divided by 3600 (seconds).  Target Count per Hour/ 
3600. Field increments every Y.Y seconds based on result.  If Count Multiplier is set to a 
value other than zero (‘0’), then Field increments every Y.Y seconds x Count Multiplier 
value.  Target Count per Hour/3600 x Count Multiplier.  Field will Reset when Reset is 
activated.  

6. Count 1 - Count 2: [SC-8,17]  Field displays the value of Actual Count 1 - Actual Count 
2. Field will Reset when Reset is activated.  

7. Total:  [SC-13,17,21] Total is an entered fixed value.  Total field does not increment. 
Represents total job size,  total to be completed for shift, etc.  Total is used with Actual 
Count 1 to calculate Percent Complete Field. 

8. Count Percent: [SC-12,14,16,17,20]  Field displays the value of Actual Count 1/Target 
Count, expressed as Percent.  Color of background can be selected in Settings Menu for 
user defined ranges. Field will Reset when Reset is activated.  

9. Rate Percent:  [SC-12,16,17,21] Field displays the value of Actual Rate/Target Rate, 
expressed as Percent.  Color of background can be selected in Settings Menu for user 
defined ranges. Field will go to zero (‘0’) when no pulses received. 

10. Percent Complete: [SC-13,16,17,21] Field displays the value of Actual Count 1/Total, 
expressed as Percent.  Color of background can be selected in Settings Menu for user 
defined ranges. Field will Reset to zero (‘0’) when Reset is activated. 
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11. Net Percent:  [SC-17] Field displays the value of (Count 1 - Count 2)/Actual Count, 
expressed as Percent.  Color of background can be selected in Settings Menu for user 
defined ranges. Field will Reset to zero (‘0’) when Reset is activated. 

12. Distance:  [SC-5]  Field displays the distance in the unit of measure selected in the Rate 
and Distance Scales in the Setting Menu. Distance can be measured in ips, ipm, iph, fps, 
fpm, and fph.  The distance is calculated by the encoder input signal using the Encoder 
values in the Settings Menu. 

13. Average Rate: [SC-15,22]  The SC-15 calculates per shift. SC-22 calculates from last 
reset.  Starts over at start of next shift.  Shifts are defined in Settings Menu by customer. 
Average Rate is total distance run divided by total time from start of shift.  Automatically 
resets to zero (‘0’) at start of each shift.  SC-22 calculates from last reset. Field will Reset 
to zero (‘0’) when Reset is activated.  

14. Current Downtime: [SC-6,15,16,17,18,19,20,22]  Field displays the time from receipt of 
the last input pulse until input pulses are received again.  Field displays in HH:MM. 
Operator can set a delay before timer starts in the Settings Menu. If delay value is set, 
then field displays the Time from Last Input Pulse - Delay Time Value.  When input 
pulses are received again, value goes to zero (‘0’).  In some models this field alternates 
with a Rate field. Color of background can be selected in Settings Menu for user defined 
ranges.  Field will also go to zero (‘0’) when Reset is activated. 

15. Shift Downtime: [SC-15]  Accumulated downtime from the beginning of the shift.  Shifts 
are defined in Settings Menu by customer.  Field automatically resets to zero (‘0’) at the 
start of each shift. 

16. Total Down Time: [SC-15,16,17,18,19,20,22]  Field displays the cumulative time in 
HH:MM of all downtime.  Field does not go to zero (‘0’) when pulses are received.  Color 
of background can be selected in Settings Menu for user defined ranges. Field only 
resets to zero (‘0’) when Reset is activated. 

17. Downtime Status: [SC-16,17,18,19,20,22]  Field includes 9 sub-set fields.  User can 
rename all sub-set Downtime Status fields to meet their requirements for segmenting 
process Downtime.  Operator selects the Downtime sub-set field that applies to the 
reason the operation is not running.  If operator does not select a downtime sub-set field, 
time is collected in Downtime Status 0 sub-set field. Example:  user defines Downtime 
Status 1 to say “Out of Product” and Downtime Status 2 to say “Down for Service”. 
Process goes down (not producing), time is collected in Downtime 0 category until 
operator selects another Downtime sub-field category.  Process is down due to no 
product, so operator selects Out of Product category, downtime is then accumulate in 
this category. Process starts up again, so no down time is collected during running. 
Process stops again due to the need for service.  Operator selects Down for Service and 
time accumulated in this downtime sub-set field.  Down time accumulate in sub-field 
does not go to zero (‘0’) until reset is activated.  For each Sub-set field the color of 
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background and state (steady or flashing) can be selected in Settings Menu.  Downtime 
Status fields only reset to zero (‘0’) when Reset is activated. 

18. Total-Actual:  [SC-17,21]  Field displays the value of Total-Actual Count 1. Field will go 
to Total value when Reset is activated. 

19. Current RunTime: [SC-18]  Accumulate time from start until no pulse inputs received. 
When input pulses are not received, field will reset to zero (‘0’) and start incrementing up 
when next pulses are received.  Field alternates with Current Downtime Field.  Color of 
background can be selected in Settings Menu for user defined ranges.  Field will go to 
zero (‘0’) when Reset is activated. 

20. Total RunTime: [SC-18]  Accumulated time from the start until reset. Field alternates 
with Total Downtime Field.   Color of background can be selected in Settings Menu for 
user defined ranges.  Field will go to zero (‘0’) when Reset is activated. 

 
Languages Menu 
Click or press on the 3 lines in the upper right hand corner of the screen to open the Sidebar.  Click or 
press on Languages on the Sidebar to open the Language settings menu.  
 
To change a default text Label, scroll down to the default Label and click or press on the 
keyboard to the right of the Label.  Enter the new customer specific text in any language.  The 
new text string will display and save in the box to the right of the default Label.  Click or press 
the Home button on the Sidebar.  The SC run screen will display and the newly entered text 
label will be displayed.  Please note this menu will show all possible default Labels for all SC 
models.  Many Labels will not be available for your specific SC model.  Making a change to a 
Label not available for your Model will have no impact on the Run Screen. 
 
System Screen 
Click or press on the 3 lines in the upper right hand corner of the screen to open the Sidebar.  Click or 
press on System on the Sidebar to open the System screen. 
  

1. System Information: System screen provides software version number and SC 
Controller MAC Address. 

2. Update:  If SC Controller requires an update or new model number upgrade.  You will be 
sent a USB drive.  Leave controller powered on and insert USB drive in any of the 4 USB 
ports on the SC Controller.  Press the “Update” button on the System Screen.  Controller 
will auto load the update or upgrade.  Screen will go black, then the controller will restart. 
When done restarting, the update or upgrade will be active.  
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